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By NORA HOWE

NEW YORK Entering year three of the COVID-19 pandemic, the global luxury industry is looking to consumers as
their values, interests and demands have changed.

Opening Luxury Daily's 9th annual edition of its  Luxury FirstLook conference, editor in chief Mickey Alan Khan
examined topline trends in luxury today, and how they are poised to transform the industry throughout the year. From
ecommerce and generational shifts to the influence of China and luxury as a tool for growing wealth, the industry is
evolving to reflect a changing world.

"If, as a luxury company, you have invested heavily in making sure your brand is authentic, that is very important
people want authenticity," Mr. Alan Khan said. "Consumers want to know that when they buy that Gucci product, it
embodies their values.

"Previously, we, as consumers, were asked to align with a brand's values," he said. "Today, it's  the brands that must
align with consumers' values."

Key trends
Luxury groups have been growing significantly in the past few years, and there are few signs they will slow down
now. Take French conglomerate LVMH Mot Hennessy Louis Vuitton, for example.

Starting with the massive $15.8 acquisition of T iffany & Co early last year (see story), LVMH has been notably
asserting its dominance over rivals Kering and Richemont. Throughout 2021, the group acquired or increased its
stakes in Virgil Abloh's Off White, Italian fashion brands Etro and Tod's, German footwear company Birkenstock
and more (see story).

LVMH is not the only group making moves, however.

In March 2021, Kering invested $216 million in circular fashion platform Vestiaire Collective (see story), and even,
reportedly, eyed French group Richemont.
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Richemont's  shares  increased s ignificantly the day the group reportedly rejected an offer from Kering. Image credit: Cartier

Investors are turning to the luxury sector as a tool for diversifying and building their wealth portfolios.

"The stock markets are performing, which means consumers are confident and are investing more in luxury brands,
products and services," Mr. Alam Khan said.

Prior to the COVID-19 pandemic, ecommerce accounted for around 20 percent of retail sales, and its momentum,
exacerbated by lockdowns, is expected to continue.

"I expect that, by 2030, 50 percent of all luxury retail sales will be conducted online or through mobile platforms," Mr.
Alam Khan said. "If sales are not fully conducted online, then they will at least be driven by digital."

It is  nearly impossible to find a luxury brand that has not yet invested in digital technology to some capacity whether
it is  seamless ecommerce platforms, social shopping or even in-store digital capabilities.

Hudson's Bay Company even spun the ecommerce site for U.S. department store Saks Fifth Avenue into its own
entirely separate entity (see story).

Mr. Alam Khan suggests, though, that if anyone is looking to see the overarching future of luxury to look no further
than China.

"If Chinese consumers had not bought luxury products in 2020 and 2021 the way that they did, the industry would not
have reported such good numbers, and some brands would have tanked," he said. "LVMH, Kering, Richemont,
Chanel owe a lot of their stock price and revenue to Chinese consumers."

Affluent Chinese consumers  expect to increase their luxury spending early this  year. Image credit: Valentino

Before the pandemic, 50 percent of Chinese consumption of luxury was happening overseas, but due to travel
restrictions, brands were forced to strategize new ways of engaging these high-ticket consumers.

"Smart brands pivoted to investing in their ecommerce operations and their relationship with platforms in China,"
Mr. Alam Khan said. "Now, China accounts for about one out of three sales of luxury goods worldwide."

Common thread
All industries are experiencing a pivotal shift toward social and environmental responsibility, many of which are
under a microscope for total transparency.

Younger consumers, primarily Gen Z and millennials, are shopping based on values, and those values prioritize
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climate change and diversity.

For the fashion industry, in particular, sustainability has become table stakes due to stronger consumer demand for
responsible sourcing, but what started as performative reductions is now setting new legal precedents.

From local fur bans to national overstock legislation, governing bodies around the world are tightening the rules on
the fashion industry. With the ever-growing threat of climate change and fashion's impact on the environment, new
legislation aims to redirect the industry on a more responsible path.

On Jan. 7, New York State Senate Assembly Bill A352, or the Fashion Sustainability and Social Accountability Act,
was released.

If passed, the law would require fashion retail sellers and manufacturers to disclose environmental and social due
diligence policies, and establish a community benefit fund for the purpose of implementing one or more
environmental benefit projects that directly and verifiably benefit environmental justice communities (see story).

"Sustainability is going to be a key driver in the decision-making process, and the days of paying lip service are
over," Mr. Alam Khan said. "Saying whether or not animals are harmed is not enough brands must provide complete
transparency throughout each step of the supply chain."
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